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Exited states in the seond minimum of
240
Pu were populated by the
238
U(; 2n) reation at E

=25 MeV. Conversion eletrons from eletro-
magneti transitions preeding the ssion of the 3.7 ns
240f
Pu shape isomer
have been measured. In a ombined analysis of e
 
and high resolution -ray
spetrosopy data previously established otupole bands ould be studied in










been studied with high energy resolution. The observed ssion resonanes
were desribed as members of rotational bands with rotational parameters
harateristi to super- and hyperdeformed nulear shapes. The level den-
sity of the most strongly exited states has been ompared to the predition
of the bak-shifted Fermi-gas formula and the energy of the ground state
in third minimum has been estimated for the rst time in
234
U. The ssion
fragment mass distribution of the hyperdeformed states in
236
U has also
been measured. The width of the mass distribution, oinident with the
hyperdeformed bands, is signiantly smaller than the ones obtained in o-
inidene with bakground regions below and above the resonanes, whih
suggests a pear-shaped di-nulear onguration of
236
U in the third well of
the potential barrier.
PACS numbers: 21.10.Re, 24.30.Gd, 25.85.Ge, 27.90.+b

Presented at the XXXV Zakopane Shool of Physis Trends in Nulear Physis,
Zakopane, Poland, September 513, 2000.
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1. Introdution
Studying nulei with exoti nulear shapes is one of the most vital elds
in modern nulear struture physis and espeially in the last few years
studying super- and hyperdeformed states in the atinide region beame
one of the frontiers of this eld.
The nulear ssion in this region presents a very rih variety of nulear
shapes whih an be desribed by a ontinuous sequene of nulear surfae
shapes from a more or less spherial to one whih elongates, beomes super-












A very shemati representation of the energy surfae of
236
U is shown
in Fig. 1. At this beautiful plae we may ompare the potential energy
surfaes to the best plaes of the Tatra mountain. We may haraterize
the ssion proess in the following way. From the ground state minimum
a ommon path limbs to the inner rst saddle point and then desends to
the seond minimum. On further elongation the nuleus may hoose to stay
either reetion symmetri or asymmetri. The symmetri path has to oast
over a seond saddle point and slopes down a long valley until the sission
point is reahed. For the asymmetri path there is, to start with, a seond
saddle, whih ontains two third minima. Again the nuleus has to deide
whih way to go. One path is moderately asymmetri and rather short,
while the other path is more pronouned asymmetri and somewhat longer.
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The main aim of this work is to study the exited states in the seond
and third minimum of the potential barrier but in addition to these exoti
shapes it is also an interesting and longstanding question, at whih points
of the ssion path the mass and energy distributions of the ssion fragments
are determined [1℄. Can we get dierent mass distributions after the ssion
of the super- and hyperdeformed states as suggested by wiok et al. [2℄?
2.  and onversion eletron spetrosopy in the seond minimum
The rst superdeformed (SD) states have been found in the atinide re-
gion. They were the so alled ssion isomeri states disovered by Polikanov
et al. [3℄ almost 40 years ago. Their half-lifes go from a few ns's to a ouple of
ms's. Ten years after the disovery of these interesting isomeri states Speht
and oworkers [4℄ were able to prove spetrosopially that they are really
SD states. They measured the rst onversion eletron spetrum ontaining
a SD rotational band. Their interpretation of being the result of mirosopi
shell orretions on top of the marosopi liquid drop potential was given
by Strutinsky [5℄. Up till now the seond minimum of the potential energy
surfae is well established both theoretially and experimentally [6, 7℄.
The -spetrosopi studies of the SD states turned out to be very dif-
ult in the atinide region beause of the low ross setions and the high
bakground produed by the ssion fragments. In spite of that, reently
nie results have been obtained using six EUROBALL-type luster dete-
tors [8, 9℄.
For an unambiguous interpretation of these data, espeially for the deter-
mination of the multipolarity, a onversion eletron measurement was arried
out in Munih. We used the same
238
U(; 2n) reation at E

= 25 MeV as
Speht et al. [4℄ in their pioneering onversion eletron work, whih led to
the identiation of the rotational ground state band built on the ssion
isomer.
The main experimental hallenge was to isolate an eient trigger on de-
layed ssion events against a huge bakground of prompt ssion dominating
by 5 to 6 orders of magnitude. This was ahieved by using the reoil shadow
tehnique introdued by Speht et al. [4℄, where the target was plaed inside
the 4mm hole of an annular Si-surfae barrier detetor. The (; 2n)-reation
takes plae where the detetor annot see the prompt ssion produts, while
the reoils in the isomeri state y on the average 1.8 mm out of the target
and then deay in front of the detetor. The onversion eletrons are guided
with Mini-Orange magneti transport and lter systems to nitrogen-ooled
Si(Li) detetors.
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Fig. 2. (a) -ray spetrum in oinidene with delayed ssion of
240f
Pu from [9℄.
The inserts show enlarged regions of transitions onneting the - and a-band and
the a- and ground-state-band, respetively. (b) Conversion eletron spetrum from
the present work in oinidene with delayed ssion of
240f
Pu shifted by the eletron
binding energy of E
K
=121.8 keV. The summed transmission eieny (weighed
average of the two experiments) of the 3 Mini-Orange spetrometers is represented
by the solid line. () Enlarged parts of the eletron spetrum with tted line spetra
and transition assignments.
The prompt -ray spetrum from Ref. [9℄ and the eletron spetrum
shown in Fig. 2(a) and 2(b), respetively, were measured in oinidene
with delayed ssion of
240f
Pu.
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The same reation and beam energy was used in both experiments. Ele-
tron lines from K-onversion are lower in energy as ompared to the orre-
sponding -ray transitions by the K-binding energy of 121.8 keV. This shift
is taken into aount by the displaement of Fig. 2(b).
The dedued level sheme based on the -ray and onversion eletron


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 3. Level sheme of
240
Pu in the seond minimum. The auray of the Doppler
orreted transition energy is given in round parenthesis ( ), the absolute -ray
intensity with respet to the isomeri ssion deay in retangular parenthesis [ ℄
and the dominant multipolarity together with the absolute eletron intensity in
round parenthesis ( ). Transitions observed in the eletron spetrum are marked
by thik arrows. Levels with energies in parenthesis were introdued by a smooth
extrapolation of the moment of inertia.
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3. Study of the higher-lying states by measuring
transmission resonanes
In a program whih aims at studying the super- and hyperdeformed
states in the atinides we have already studied the SD states in
240
Pu [10℄




U [11℄ and in
236
U [12℄. We are presenting





Our method of studying the above exoti states is based on the resonane
tunneling through the ssion barrier. The ssion probability as a funtion
of exitation energy shows sub-barrier transmission resonanes in the range
lose to the top of the ssion barrier at energies of quasi-bound states in
the seond and third minimum of the potential barrier. By measuring this
funtion one an map the SD and HD states. Early attempts of studying
these transmission resonanes ritially suered from either a limited energy
resolution or statistial signiane.
In order to study the transmission resonanes protonssion fragment
oinidene measurements have been performed in (d; pf) reations. The
energy of the outgoing protons from the dierent (d; p) reations was ana-
lyzed with high energy resolution in oinidene with the ssion fragments.
The experiments were arried out at the Debreen 103 m isohronous
ylotron with deuterons of E
d
= 9.73 MeV and in Munih with deuterons
of 12.5 MeV obtained from the Munih Tandem aelerator. Enrihed
(97.6%99.89%) 30250 g/m
2
thik targets were used.
The energy of the outgoing protons was analyzed by a Split-pole mag-
neti spetrograph in Debreen and by a Q3D magneti spetrograph [13℄ in






with respet to the inoming
beam diretion [12℄.
The ssion fragments were deteted by two Position Sensitive Avalanhe
Detetors (PSAD) [14℄ having two wire planes (with delay-line read-out)
orresponding to the horizontal and vertial diretions. The solid angle of
the detetors varied between 10% and 30% of 4 in the dierent experiments.
The mass distribution of the ssion fragments has been determined by
using the time dierene method. The ssion fragments were deteted with
two PSAD's having ative areas of 16x16 m
2
and distanes of 23 m from
the target resulting in a relatively large solid angle of 4% of 4. The angle




with respet to the beam diretion.
3.1. High-lying super deformed states in
240
Pu
In order to study higher-lying multi-phonon vibrational resonanes the
ssion probability of
240
Pu has been measured with high energy resolution
using the (d; pf) reation. The spetrum of outoming protons in oinidene
with the ssion fragments is shown in Fig. 4(a).
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Two enhaned strutures of highly damped vibrational resonanes at
E

= 4.5 MeV and 5.1 MeV exitation energies have been resolved with good
statistis into sub-states due to the underlying ompound states oupled to
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Fig. 4. (a) Proton energy spetrum from the
239
Pu(d; pf)-reation at E
d
=
12:5 MeV. The superimposed solid line is the result of the t to the observed




rotational bands, dashed markers indiate the





oeients of the ssion fragment angular orrelation as a funtion
of the exitation energy. The alulated values resulted from ombining theoretial
oeients with the obtained t from the spetrum. See Ref. [10, 15℄ for details.
Their moment of inertia is typial for a superdeformed nulear shape and







as the quantum number of the rotational bands is supported by
the analysis of peak distanes, intensity ratios and ssion fragment angular
orrelations. The level density of the most strongly exited 2
+
-states has
been ompared to the predition of the bak-shifted Fermi-gas formula and
the energy of the ground state in the seond minimum has been estimated
to be E
II
=2.250.2 MeV in good agreement with the value known from
exitation funtion measurements.
3.2. High-lying hyperdeformed states in
234
U
In order to investigate the HD bands the exitation energy was ho-
sen between the energy of the inner and outer barriers of the seond well
(Fig. 5). In this energy range the widths of the SD resonanes in the se-
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ond well should be muh broader than those of the HD states due to the
strong oupling to the normal deformed states. The widths of the HD states
due to the higher outer barriers of the third well remain below the atual
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Fig. 5. Potential energy as a funtion of the quadrupole deformation parameter
for a few U isotopes. The energy and loation of the saddle points and minima
(exept for the third one) were taken from Ref. [16℄ while the energy of the third
minimum for the less reetion  asymmetri HD minimum (
3
 0:4) was taken
from Ref. [2℄. The whole energy sale was slightly shifted in order to reprodue the
energy of the ground states in the rst well. The best exitation energy region for
studying the hyperdeformed states is marked by the darkest shadowed regions.
Part of the proton spetrum measured in oinidene with the ssion
fragments is shown in Fig 6(a).
Assuming overlapping rotational bands with the same moment of inertia,
inversion parameter and intensity ratio for the members in a band, we t our
spetrum using simple Gaussians for desribing the dierent band members
in the same way as we did it previously [12℄. The result of the t is also shown
in Fig. 6(a). In order to get information on the spins and K values of the
observed rotational bands, or to hek our assumptions made for tting the
energy spetrum, the angular distribution oeients of the ssion fragments
have been alulated and ompared to the experimental ones (Fig. 6(b)).
For details of the tting proedure see our previous work [11℄.




















4800 5000 5200 5400
Fig. 6. (a) Part of the measured proton energy spetrum from the
233
U(d; pf) re-
ation tted with 24 rotational bands with a ommon rotational parameter. The
spetrum was divided into two parts at E = 5150 keV for the tting; (b) Experi-
mental ssion fragment angular-distribution oeients as a funtion of exitation
energy ompared to the alulated ones using K = 1 (upper urve) and K = 3
(lower urve) for all of the bands.
The density of J = 3 states has been determined from our experimen-
tal data and alulated as a funtion of the exitation energy using the
bak-shifted Fermi-gas desription with parameters determined by Rausher
et al. [17℄. In order to estimate the depth of the third well we ompared
the experimentally obtained and alulated densities. We assumed that the
same parametrization of the level density formula is valid in the third well,
as it was determined by Rausher et al. [17℄ by tting the level densities in
the rst well of the potential barrier and whih we have already heked also
in the seond well in ase of
240
Pu. By omparison we nd a value of 3.1 
0.4 MeV for the energy of the ground state in the third well.





(= 37) values. The experimental value ofE
III
= 3:1 0.4 MeV
obtained in the present work is between two predited values with an error
bar, whih overlaps both theoretial values. Reently, Shneidman et al. [18℄
found the depth of a potential well keeping the two lusters together to be
3.4 MeV. This value agrees also very well with the depth of the third well
whih we have determined experimentally.
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4. Clustering in the atinide region
The lustering phenomenon is a dramati manifestation of the shell stru-
ture at very large deformations. From suh a di-nulear system one may
expet a strong ssion deay to the omponents similarly to the ase of the
enhaned  deay of the light -partile nulei.




U experiment [12℄ in Debre-
en and measured the mass distribution in oinidene with the HD bands
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Fig. 7. The observed HD resonanes of
236
U. The marked regions seleted the
resonant and non-resonant parts of the spetrum, whose mass distributions were
tted by two Gaussians. The resulted widths of the mass distributions are shown
in the lower gure.
The mass distribution in oinidene with the HD bands has been found
signiantly sharper (FWHM  5 amu) ompared to the other distributions
measured above and below the peaks (FWHM  15 amu). The width of
the mass distributions in oinidene with the HD bands is mostly aused
by our mass resolution. Better mass resolution is required to determine the
real widths of the mass distributions.
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The HD states lying in the third well of the ssion barrier may play a
role of a doorway-like state before ssion, from whih states the ssion an
only our through a limited number of ssion paths resulting in a sharper
mass distribution.
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